NASA's James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a 6.5m diameter, segmented, deployable telescope for cryogenic IR space astronomy. The JWST Observatory includes the Optical Telescope Element (OTE) and the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM), that contains four science instruments (SI) and the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS). The SIs are mounted to a composite metering structure. The SIs and FGS were integrated to the ISIM structure and optically tested at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center using the Optical Telescope Element SIMulator (OSIM). OSIM is a full-field, cryogenic JWST telescope simulator. SI performance, including alignment and wavefront error, was evaluated using OSIM. We describe test and analysis methods for optical performance verification of the ISIM Element, with an emphasis on the processes used to plan and execute the test. The complexity of ISIM and OSIM drove us to develop a software tool for test planning that allows for configuration control of observations, implementation of associated scripts, and management of hardware and software limits and constraints, as well as tools for rapid data evaluation, and flexible re-planning in response to the unexpected. As examples of our test and analysis approach, we discuss how factors such as the ground test thermal environment are compensated in alignment. We describe how these innovative methods for test planning and execution and post-test analysis were instrumental in the verification program for the ISIM element, with enough information to allow the reader to consider these innovations and lessons learned in this successful effort in their future testing for other programs.
INTRODUCTION
NASA's James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a 6.6m diameter, segmented, deployable telescope for cryogenic IR space astronomy, with with a telescope operating at ~40-55K, near-IR instruments at ~40K, and a mid-IR instrument cooled to ~6K. The JWST Observatory architecture includes the Optical Telescope Element (OTE) and the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) element. ISIM is comprised of four Science Instruments (SIs), the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS), and the ISIM structure, to which each of the instruments is mounted. The four major SIs are NIRCam (Near-IR CAMera), NIRSpec (Near-IR SPECtrograph), NIRISS (Near-InfraRed Imager and Slitless Spectrograph), and MIRI (Mid-Infrared Instrument). ISIM was tested optically at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in three separate cryogenic campaigns with the aid of a highly configurable OTE SIMulator (OSIM). In this paper, we summarize the success of the innovations associated with the planning, architecture, and working components of the ISIM optical verification campaign that evolved from the effort of many workers over nearly a decade. Additional information on the SIs 1, 2, 3, 4 , an overview of ISIM 5 , the overall test campaign 6 , and a description of OSIM 7 are found in the literature.
Role of ISIM Cryogenic-Vacuum Testing for JWST
The ISIM cryogenic-vacuum (CV) test campaign is an essential component of ensuring the success of the JWST observatory. Although the JWST OTIS (i.e., OTE & ISIM) assembly will undergo an end-to-end, cryogenic optical test at NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC), severe ground-test effects and the infeasibility of constructing a full-aperture, cryogenic, optical test stimulus constrained the design and capability for testing at that level of assembly 8, 9 .
Thus, the ISIM CV tests were more than a straightforward check on alignment and performance: ISIM-to-nominal-OTEinterface alignment, SI co-alignment, SI co-alignment stability, SI wavefront-error verification and calibration, and other SI performance verifications and characterizations derived from this ISIM-Element cryo-vac test campaign play a direct role in the final, pre-launch Observatory verification and input to commissioning during flight. Aspects of the observatory commissioning program are reliant on the alignment and wavefront error calibrations from ISIM CV testing. Moreover, where needed, the ISIM CV tests assisted with SI-or sub-system-level optical verifications, science data-related characterizations (including high quality flat fields), or checks that required a point source with wavefront-error content calibrated relative to the OTE. Early in the planning process, it became clear that the ISIM optical performance verification campaign would be both critical and complex. We describe methods for optical performance verification of the ISIM Element, with an emphasis on the processes used to plan and execute the tests, and the optical analysis to verify requirements. 
MOVING FROM REQUIREMENTS TO PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION PLANS
The first challenge in ISIM optical performance verification was developing a methodology for organizing requirements from many documents into groups of optically similar material and then fabricating a manageable set of plans for performance characterization and verification. To capture the logic and processes required to verify optical performance requirements from test data and other sources, we developed Performance Characterization Flows (PCFs). These PCFs ultimately set test requirements, directed the development of the tests, and defined how those tests would be analyzed in order to provide the characterization or verification required.
The results of this many-year effort are documented in the ISIM Optical Performance Verification Plan 10 . The compilation of this document is a product of years of evolution, the effort of many contributors and reviewers, and the effort of the author to keep the content up to date and manageable for a reader. The content and format of each section of the document were a product of continual adaptation and careful thinking.
The methodology, products, and lessons learned in the many-year effort to transform a uniquely complex set of requirements into a documented characterization and verification plan is presented here.
ISIM Requirement Structure and ISIM Optical Requirements
The controlling requirements documents are shown in Figure 2-1. Systems engineers grouped these requirements by discipline. More than 149 requirements were assigned to ISIM optical engineering and are derived from the six documents highlighted in yellow in This diagram provides insight into the technical and disciplinary interdependency of delivering ISIM and the myriad teams whose efforts needed to be communicated and coordinated to be successful. One essential example of coordination in the optics discipline was between the optics team and SI teams as we incorporated their up-to-date feedback directly into ISIM-level CV test plans.
An experienced eye may also view this requirement linkage and identify the inevitable growth of complexity. For ↳ The requirements assigned to this group are those related to the performance of wavefront sensing and control (WFSC) components in the NIRCam instrument. They include requirements that were verified at the NIRCam level, but require additional test data at the ISIM level.
In Figure 2 -2, we show a sample of how the optical requirements levied on ISIM were organized into requirement groups in the Optical Performance Verification Plan, where each requirement is identified with its unique identifier (ID) number. 1: ISIM Capabilities  and Function   ISIM-152, ISIM-852, ISIM-252, ISIM-253, ISIM-1290, ISIM-1363, ISIM-1364, ISIM-1365, ISIM-153, ISIM-264, ISIM-320, IOS-IR-725, IOS-IR-1346, INCU-1657  2: WFE and Focus ISIM-668, ISIM-1259, ISIM-213, ISIM-223, ISIM-851, ISIM-1034, ISIM-688, ISIM-1035, ISIM-319, IOS-IR-387, IOS-IR-5778, IOS-IR-5960,  IOS-IR-5962, IOS-IR-5964, IOS-IR-5772, IOS-IR-5777, IOS-IR-5817, IOS-IR-5821, IOS-IR-5822, IOS-IR-5824, IOS-IR-5825,  IOS-IR-5826, IOS-IR-5829, IOS-IR-5831, IOS-IR-5833, IOS-IR-5835, IOS-IR-5837, IOS-IR-5839, IOS-IR-5841, IOS-IR-5843, IOS-IR-5845,  IOS-IR-5847, IOS-IR-5848, IOS-IR-5849, IOS-IR-5851, IOS-IR-725  3: Pupil Alignment ISIM-1036, IOS-IR-5800, IOS-IR-5801, IOS-IR-5910, IOS-IR-5798, IOS-IR-5799, IOS-IR-5790, IOS-IR-5803, IOS-IR-5804, IF-114, IMU-2156, IMU- 
OPRG Requirements

Performance Characterization Flows
For each requirement group (i.e., OPRG), multiple PCFs were developed to address all the requirements associated with that group. To make that association clear, a hierarchical structure was constructed to maintain associations between requirement groups and PCFs that covered subsets of requirements in that group. For example, OPRG 3, the requirements related to pupil alignment, contains PCFs 3.1 -3.3, and the sum of all PCFs associated with one optical performance requirement group (PCFs 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) addresses all the requirements in OPRG 3. The PCF organizational approach had many advantages. The first benefit was that, given a PCF ID, one could instantly understand the requirement type addressed and, therefore, the nature of the associated tests, data, and analysis. That is, the PCF ID nomenclature provided a meaningful shorthand aid that helped us discuss and organize the test. This hierarchical organizational scheme was further extended to test development and execution and the benefits of that are discussed later in this paper. More importantly, the PCF organization structure eliminated the necessity of one-to-one linkages between requirements and verification/test plans. That allowed for two important efficiencies: 3. An overview table of the SI exposure configurations required to verify the requirements and an associated rationale, description, or narrative explaining those exposure configurations (Figure 2-3) . • • This allowed test precedents and test dependencies to be mapped out early in the test development phase.
• When verification relied upon modeling (such as STOP, Structural-Thermal-OPtical Modeling, results) or subsystem End-Item Data Package (EIDP) deliverables, this list was a catalyst to ensure that the precise model or dataset necessary in the verification process was known, acquired when it became available, and became the uniform input across any derivative analyses. b. An Outline of the Verification Process: A simplified process outline, primarily showing how the previously listed data/information would be utilized to create verification products (Figure 2-5 ). † Initially, we had included a rationale, discussion, and interpretation of each requirement in a PCF at the start of the PCF. Some requirements necessitated a lot of discussion about the initial rationale in order to formulate an interpretation of that requirement that was relevant to what could be measured or analyzed. These rationales and interpretations became cumbersome to carry in each PCF, and they were moved into an appendix of the ISIM Optical Performance Verification Plan. This was an important adjustment to keep the PCF focused on the verification process itself. 
Test Imaging Rationale
The fundamental images of this test are those with the OSIM PIM using the OSIM PAR #1, such that both the SI PAR pattern and the OSIM PAR pattern are present in the image, permitting a measurement of the center, rotation, and scaling of each PAR. To get the cleanest possible look at the SI PARs, PIM images are also acquired with the OSIM Open pupil. This will allow a clearer look at not only the crosshairs but also the SI PAR fiducials, which could be hidden by the OSIM par. Also, if there are any irregularities in the PAR image due to surface quality, having such images will give us the best opportunity to account for this, for example by dividing the OSIM PAR#1 image by the Open image. Images of the point source on the SIs to establish field are not included, as the OSIM pointing errors are considered to be insignificant for this test but the uncertainty in pupil wander should be • This provided a map of how the data required was fit together through analysis to perform one or more verifications.
• It also highlighted how component-level uncertainties contributed to uncertainties in the final analysis products.
This not only assists in linking these plans to the test error budget but also sheds light on whether the end-product uncertainty is dominated by ISIM testing or other uncertainty factors in the verification flow. The associated test design can then be informed appropriately. c. Output products: A table that cross-references the verification outputs in the analysis outline with specific requirements or any other use, such as a crosscheck, for the end analysis products (Figure 2-6 ).
VERIFICATION OUTPUTS AND CROSSCHECKS
Product Name Description
Step Utility Deliver to: • In cases where analysis products from one PCF were required data for another PCF, it allowed us to map test dependencies. d. Verification summary: A narrative explanation outlining the data analysis and how it is used to produce pass/fail criteria or performance characterization deliverables (Figure 2-7 ).
Verification Summary
The verification of the ISIM pupil error requirements IOS-IR-5798, IOS-IR-5799 and IOS-IR-5790 uses 14 different inputs. Inputs 1-3 are key pieces of OSIM calibration that the OSIM team needs to produce during the OSIM calibration phase. Input 1 tells us how the OSIM pupil mask moves in units of distance in the V-coordinate system for a given mechanism step. Input 2 describes the V-coordinate positions of fiducial references on the OSIM PAR #1 and #2. Input 3 is the as-built OSIM PAR #1 and #2 fiducial metrology that will be measured using typical metrology after the PAR fabrication is complete but before OSIM integration.
Inputs 4 and 5 come from the science instrument teams' EIDP's and describe the as-built, relative pupil fiducial positions as well as
Figure 2-7
Excerpt showing a verification summary. In a separate section, the Optical Performance Verification Plan addresses the optical requirements with an explanation of how they and their rationale have been translated into metrics that we can characterize and/or verify through test and analysis. The verification outline and summary conclude the PCF by demonstrating how that metric is produced and evaluated through test and analysis.
Benefits of the ISIM Performance Verification Plan and PCF Architecture
In the sub-section above, we emphasized the benefits of the organization, architecture, and content of the PCFs on subsequent test planning efforts. These come into play after the PCFs have reached a fairly mature state. The process of developing the PCFs, however, held just as many benefits. The critical and difficult first step in generating the Optical Performance Verification Plan was to start from a set of assigned requirements and translate them into measurable metrics. For example, simple sounding requirements might need more concrete physical interpretations to be verified, and once a specific physical property is identified, it can end up being elusive to verify with the available measurement apparatus. This step was initiated by handing off the requirements to the prospective optical-system engineers and analysts who would be charged with their verification. As they, in conjunction with key stakeholders in the requirements, translated requirements into metrics accessible through test and/or analysis, progress on the PCFs could be made effectively. With that first step complete, the development of the PCFs has an end goal, and the content of the PCFs can be developed and reviewed with that goal in mind. That goal also illuminated additional detail required in the verification analysis. As those details were fleshed out, the extent of the inputs necessary for the verification process become better defined, including, but not limited to, the required test-data set. Additionally, where verification analysis relied on results from modeling, the required modeling tasks become more clearly defined. In reality this process was iterative, non-linear, and always in flux, yet this development process initiated more in-depth thought about verification that allowed the ISIM optical team to forge ahead without significant reliance on sub-system testing or delivery. In contrast, test development is very difficult without detailed knowledge of mature sub-systems that constitute the whole article under test. An additional benefit to the process and format used in the Optical Performance Verification Plan is that it provided a single structure that could be used by many developers, contributors, reviewers, and readers involved. It enabled many individual contributions to be compiled into a document with a consistent structure. That structure became familiar to contributors and reviewers alike, allowing the document to be used more effectively.
THE TEST PLANNING TOOL AND QUICKLOOK ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 3.1 The Test Planning Tool Motivation and Development of the Test Planning Tool Concept
The Test Planning Tool (TPT) development started in late 2010 to address the challenge of planning many hundreds of optical tests for several cryo-vac campaigns. The standing protocol at the time would be to write one or more scripts for each test, certify the scripts in a hardware simulation lab, and then execute those scripts when called for in the optical test procedures. It quickly became obvious that this would be infeasible for ISIM Optical CV testing. At the outset of the TPT development effort, our team members looked into any precedents set by past optical test programs (particularly in the aerospace field). We found no precedent for planning or running an optical test campaign that approached the combined complexity of OSIM and ISIM. Nor did we find any optical test program of similar complexity that was subject to the rigor of mission assurance QA and CM requirements that are associated with a JWST-class mission. The general pattern in the optical test programs we investigated was that if the program was at a point where strict QA and CM requirements were enforced, optical testing tended to be limited and simple. If an optical test campaign was more complicated, then there was considerably less emphasis on QA, CM, safety, and traceability. I believe that this reflects the reality of optical testing: as an optical test becomes more complicated, the number of deviations from and tweaks to the pre-planned tests grow so quickly that strict adherence to QA/CM procedures becomes a serious impediment to testing. The ISIM CV optical test campaign was certainly going to be complicated, but we also had to comply with the JWST mission assurance QA and CM requirements. The Test Planning Tool had to enable a test planner to make the necessary deviations and tweaks to the optical tests, maintain QA/CM protocols, and do so without introducing additional work for the test planner or causing significant test delays. Developing specialized scripts for each test was a logistical impossibility and was abandoned early. The optical tests needed to be architected by the optics personnel who were integral in creating the Performance Characterization Flows (PCFs) discussed in Section 2.3. However, writing the command scripts to perform the test had to be done by the ISIM operations team. This approach may have been feasible if only a handful of scripts had to be written, but given the magnitude of the test campaign, neither the Optics nor Operations teams had the personnel available to coordinate the creation of so many specialized scripts. Furthermore, the development of the tests was an extended effort, and if creating the scripts could not be started until the test design was finalized, then we would simply run out of time. There needed to be a division of labor between the Optics teams constructing the tests and the Operations team that would implement those tests. Furthermore, it was essential that each team could make progress in parallel. The overwhelming majority of optical tests required by the PCFs in the Optical Performance Verification Plan could be accomplished by repeating a common schema which we refer to as an "activity": configure ISIM and OSIM, trigger the
Figure 3-1 Framework for Implementing a Test Planning Tool to Specify Optical Test Operations
TPT allows a test planner to design a set of activities or "OTP" that provides the necessary observations/exposures for a particular test.
The TPT must deliver the OTP "State Table" which contains all necessary parameters for each activity that conforms to the interface format with the operational scripts. Error checks should occur before delivery. OTPs with errors should not be deliverable.
An OTP Execution script that accepts the TPT output, parses each desired activity and identifies which scripts need to be called with the input parameters to first configure ISIM and OSIM and then take the designated exposures. Calls to existing, tested flight hardware scripts.
Test Planning Tool (TPT)
Pass command calls to the OSIM (OGSE) control system. Table illumination and exposure, and finish by "cleaning up" any configuration or settings that should not persist into the next activity. Although there were a near infinite set of unique and valid configuration and exposure parameters, the structure and execution of an activity could conform to a well-defined flow. The ISIM Optics Test Planning Team and ISIM Operations team realized that this schema could form the basis of a test planning and execution system that could accommodate almost any valid optical test. Additionally, this schema suggested a division of labor that would allow for optimal parallel development of the optical tests and the supporting scripts. As depicted in Figure 3 -1, the Test Planning Team could develop the Test Planning Tool to construct sequences of activities in what became known as an "OTP ‡ ." An OTP can exist in various formats, but it always refers to a sequence of test activities. The TPT could then generate an OTP state table that lists all of the necessary parameters in a strictly controlled format. The Operations team could then construct a script capable of parsing that file, and in a well-defined sequence, pass the requested parameters to existing ISIM and OSIM routines. The TPT had two primary goals. First, it should allow an optical test planner to formulate a test without being completely knowledgeable about all flight and ground system operations. Second, the TPT should provide for the normal deviations and modifications inherent in optical testing while minimizing the additional overhead required to maintain strict flight hardware handling, quality assurance, test traceability, and configuration control. The TPT software acted as a consolidated knowledge repository for optical test, optical hardware, and optical test operations. Any data relevant to possible optical test configurations or transitions between configurations was incorporated into the TPT. This information was integrated into the TPT in various ways. Constraints and limitations, for example, were often directly coded into checks run against an OTP that could produce errors or warnings. Individual mechanism controls could enforce limitations interactively as a user selects a configuration. The TPT also included a fully integrated content-sensitive help system that could be called up from any dialog window. The process of incorporating this knowledge into the TPT improved communication and understanding among engineers, analysts, and scientists as well as contractors, civil servants, and management involved in the optical test effort. We relied on communication from external stakeholders, flight-operations experts, and sub-system leads to capture concerns, limitations, constraints, and best practices into the TPT. Once we incorporated that knowledge into the TPT, we made sure to walk the subject expert through how that information was captured in the TPT to ensure that it was implemented correctly. Additionally, special regression tests were designed to stress test the logic captured in the TPT. This knowledge gathering, incorporation, and testing process helped form trust and understanding with all those involved in the optical test campaign. The improved communication, mutual understanding, and trust that knowledge has been accurately incorporated into the TPT helped minimize the number of critical personnel required to produce draft tests; we could avoid holding large meetings to ensure minor changes to tests were acceptable. The test planner could be a single point of contact for the data analyst or stakeholder for a particular test. This gives the test planner the best chance of designing an optimally efficient test that fulfills the data quality requirements while minimizing the risk of violating any constraints or limitations. In the pre-test planning stage, the final proposed test would then be reviewed by the larger optical test planning committees for approval. During the cryo-vac testing, test additions and modifications would be made by those who had experience developing OTPs. This methodology expedited the development of tests in preparation for the cryo-vac test, and it was absolutely critical when tests had to be modified or added during the cryo-vac test. Although the TPT is meant to be a compilation of as much relevant knowledge as possible, the TPT is not intended to remove experts from the test process. Incorporating their expertise at the ground level, within the TPT when possible, avoids errors during test construction and minimizes the potential issues that could be discovered when the OTP is under review for approval. Core Architecture of the Test Planning Tool TPT software philosophy emphasized modularity and adaptability from the outset. This philosophy and subsequent software architecture was primarily motivated by changes to instrument hardware and control software that had previously occurred and continued to occur during the development of the TPT. The underlying structure of the ISIM Optical Test Planning Tool most closely resembles a state machine that is meshed with a simplified optical propagation model. Every potentially configurable item in an activity is represented by a state object. Configurable and non-configurable hardware elements that can alter the light travelling from source to detector are represented by a sub-class of the state object which ‡ There is some ambiguity as to what the acronym "OTP" stands for. Optical Test Plan, Optical Test Procedure, and Optical Test "Proc" (i.e. a scripted procedure) are some of the variations. Sometimes the ambiguity is intended and refers to the collection of all associated elements.
OTP State
we call a "node." State objects and nodes all have a special subset of properties that fully define the configuration of the item it represents. We call this subset of properties "the state." All state objects and nodes have three core methods: a method to retrieve the current state (getState()), a method that attempts to apply a new state (setState()), and a method that returns information on the last transition of the object into its current state (getDelta()). All the component objects are organized into a hierarchical structure. For example, each of the many OSIM sources is represented by an object that contains its current state; however, all those sources are contained within an object that represents OSIM's Source Delivery Module (SDM). That object has its own getState, setState, and getDelta methods. The SDM provides an amazing array of source wavelengths, attenuations, source-specific settings, and pulse control settings that can produce a near infinite number of illumination configurations. However, even though the SDM provides immense flexibility, there are still a significant number of prohibited configuration combinations. The SDM object, which contains all of the source objects and all additional SDM configuration information, can ensure that the aggregate SDM configuration is valid. In this example, when one or more sources are re-configured, the new composite SDM state is input into the setState() method. The SDM's setState() method performs global SDM configuration checks; if those checks pass, then each SDM component objects' setState() methods are called. If the composite logic in the SDM setState() fails or any of the component setState() methods fail, then the configuration is not valid and the SDM object's setState() method will fail. Conversely the SDM object's getState() method calls all the component objects' getState() method and compiles all of the state information for the entire composite SDM object. The aggregated state structure from the object hierarchy defines a test activity. In Figure 3 -2 the state objects and nodes whose combined states define an entire activity are highlighted in yellow. An "OTP" is an ordered set of activities that are represented by these state structures. The TPT evaluates a test by applying the aggregated configuration state for each activity in the designated order. Information generated by each state transition is used to check for errors, produce warnings, and generate estimates of execution time, limited life mechanism usage, data volume, and maximum data rate. Figure 3-2 also shows the optical node connectivity. When an OSIM source is illuminated, an "exposure path" object is created and then propagated from the OSIM simulated OTE focal surface through the chain of connected nodes until it terminates at the focal surface node. When an exposure path propagates through a node, the node's optical properties can be attached to the exposure path based on its current configuration. Additionally, certain nodes can perform operations on the exposure path itself. For example, a node may set the exposure path's next node as a function of the object's field coordinate. Also, a node may split an exposure path (e.g. at a beam-splitter) and attach different optical properties (e.g. transmission curves) to each path. This process is shown in more detail in Figure 3- There are two distinct groups of OSIM test configuration settings. The first set of parameters determine the mechanical configuration of OSIM. The mechanical configuration of OSIM is set by the values entered into the OSIM pointing fields and the selection of OSIM pupil wheel positions. The second set of parameters control the OSIM source illumination. The parameters specify source configuration and action (fire, extinguish, or disable). Once OSIM alignment and illumination parameters are defined and active, then the image simulation process begins by creating an "exposurePath" container for each illuminated OSIM source. The source spectrum, pupil illumination, illumination mode (if pulsed, the delay, pulse width, and train interval), and illumination setting are placed into the exposurePath container along with the image coordinates of that OSIM source on the simulated OTE focal surface, and if specified, the OSIM commanded focus offset. A wavefront error map determined by the illuminated portions of OSIM optics is added to the exposure path, as well as the apertures and transmission curves of the selected OSIM pupil wheel elements.
OSIM Control Object
As the path propagates through the nodes that represent elements along the optical path, the exposure path object captures any relevant optical properties associated with that node. Note that if the configuration of that node can alter optical properties, the properties associated with the current configuration will be captured. For example, a filter wheel will attach the spectral transmission curve and aperture for the selected wheel element.
A field-of-view node inspects the image location in order to route the illumination path down the correct set of linked nodes.
The imaging surface terminates the propagation of the path object and stores it for analysis. The exposure path contains a reference to the detector object associated with the final focal plane node. The object reference allows access to the detector properties and allows read/write access to the current exposure configuration parameters.
Initial "exposure path" objects generated from the OSIM configuration Optical properties associated with a node can be added when an exposure path traverses the node, including:
• Pupil Shape and Offset
Special OSIM Properties:
The final focal plane node provides a reference to the detector object, the detector information, and exposure configuration. The ExCon ingests the final exposure path objects and uses the accumulated optical properties, source settings, and exposure configurations to create an image simulation. The ExCon allows the user to solve for desired exposure levels. The references included in the exposure path to the detector and source objects allow iterative variation of user-chosen source and exposure parameters to find the configuration that meets the user-chosen exposure metric. 
Contents of the
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OPEN r. At the top of the tool is a menu bar that provides access to many key TPT functions:
The File button allows the user to save, restore, or clear the timeline, write csv files, and quit. The Timeline Tools menu contains special purpose tools to apply to the full timeline. The Test Tools menu button contains special purpose tools to apply to specific tests. The Selected Activity Tools contains special purpose tools for individual highlighted activities. The Test Summary evaluates the whole OTP sequence and produces the OTP summary information along with any errors or warnings. The Deliver Test button generates the final delivery package for the test. The Write CSV File button generates the review package for the test. The OTP Info button launches the OTP Info GUI. The Test Report button launches the Test Report GUI, from which the test planner's shift reports are generated. Tables  The Test Table section of the Timeline Tool has three main parts:
Timeline Tool -Test
• Menu bar (Load, Cut, Paste, etc.)
• Table Selection Tabs • The selected portion of the Test Table  The Table Selection Tabs control which  portion of the Test Table to Yellow -The activity contains a warning. Red -The activity generated an error condition (e.g. a constraint violation). The errors and warnings are generated after running the Test Summary from the main menu. When an activity with a warning or error is selected, the details of the error will be displayed in the status and info field. Errors are also shown in the summary windows generated by the test summary and in the OTPInfo dialog. If any activity has an error (red background), the user will be unable to deliver the test. When the activity ID shows up with red text (activities 15 and 16 in the above example), there is a question mark in one of the comment fields. This indicates an unresolved question concerning the activity. For example, the user may not know the correct current to use for an internal lamp. A test cannot be delivered when an unresolved question is present. The individual cells will be blank if the cell is not applicable to the current activity or the mechanism is flagged as not active. If the field is light blue, the field is active and has the current value. However, no command is needed since it has already been commanded in a previous activity.
Test Planning Tool Activity Configuration Interface
The Test Planning Tool Graphical User Interface (TPT GUI) is used to plan individual activities within an optical test. The TPT GUI can be operated as a standalone widget or within the Timeline Planning Tool. After each activity is completed, the SAVE button will send the activity to the Timeline Tool, where it will be displayed on a single line of the table. The TPT GUI is divided into 5 main sections shown in Figure 3 -6. The top save box has a field to enter a 14 character activity label that will become part of the observation ID for any exposures taken during this activity. Below that field, there are SI selection boxes that allow a user to activate or de-activate all components in an instrument. This could also be done manually in each science instrument control tab. The OSS-OSIM button is only used for tests where an OTP is being used in concert with On-board Script Subsystem (OSS) scripts. The SSR Reset button makes the entire activity a request to flush any unsent data in the SSR. The table load button allows a user to choose from a pre-defined list of software table loads. The engineering hold button provides the ability to turn the activity into a timed wait, or the engineering hold can pause OTP execution after suppling a message to the test operator indicating what action must be performed or completed before the Test Operator can resume OTP execution.
OSIM Control Interface
The OSIM Control Graphical User Interface (OSIM GUI) gives the user a way to select both how OSIM is pointed, including pupil mask selection, pupil positioning, and focus offsets, and what OSIM source or sources are in use. In addition, separate GUIs can be used to set up an Alignment Diagnostics Module (ADM) check activity, a Pupil Imaging Module (PIM) image, or a Point Diffraction Interferometer (PDI) image. 
SI Configuration Interface Example: NIRSpec
In Figure 3-6 The TPT Activity Configuration GUI has an area for Science Instrument (SI) configuration. Each instrument has a tab where configuration information is displayed and the configuration GUIs for the various components are accessible. NIRSpec is used as an example of one of the SI tabs (Figure 3-8 The Microshutter Array (MSA) control interface ( Figure 3-11) allows microshutter patterns to be loaded into the MSA buffer, enables microshutter patterns to be programed onto the array by actuating the magnetic armature (mag arm), and also allows the mag arm to move to between a set of locations without altering the shutter configuration. The display shows the chosen microshutter pattern and can overlay the known bad shutter mask to evaluate its impact. 
Exposure Configuration Utility, the "ExCon"
The ExCon is the nexus of exposure configuration. The ExCon produces image simulations based on each exposure path object --an object that starts from an illuminated OSIM source and then traverses the TPT ISIM node tree ( Figure 3 -2) until it reaches a focal plane object. The ExCon produces an image simulation with the OSIM source configuration, the OSIM pointing information (including defocus), the aggregated transmission curves, apertures, and wavefront error maps, any focus offsets, and various shifts of image or pupil location correlated with the position of optomechanical mechanisms. The process of configuring an exposure often requires adjustments to the illumination configuration as well as the exposure configuration. The ExCon provides access to both. So within the ExCon, a user can attempt to optimize an illumination and exposure setting to achieve the desired Digital Number (DN) in the exposure. The usefulness of this tool relies on how well the OSIM sources are characterized as a function of source configuration. Initially, the source models were based on results from OSIM commissioning; however, during the ISIM testing, some of the source models were not accurate enough to produce useful results, and therefore we could not predictably determine the source and exposure configurations that would produce a well exposed image. Since the ExCon is an empirical tool to set source and exposure configurations, re-calibrating the source models could be done based on the set of data taken with that source during the ISIM CV test. An example of the analysis and process associated with an update to the ExCon source models is described by Reichard et al. (2016) 11 . The Exposure Configuration Utility, the "ExCon"
1. User inputs -This is the area where the user defines the target signal value and units for optimization. 2. Polychromatic Wavelength Inputs -Parameters that can be adjusted and determine how the code breaks down the spectrum of detected photons into a small set of wavelengths and weightings to calculate the polychromatic PSF. 3. Output -This area contains numerical outputs of the simulated image computation. 4. Messages -This area presents any errors or warnings resulting from the computation. 5. Path and pulse information -This area allows you to select the path number of interest and displays useful information about the Sensor Chip Assembly (SCA) and source. It also has fields for configuring pulse parameters. 6. Action buttons -This area provides buttons to initiate calculations and perform optimization operations. 7. Parameter buttons -The fields in this area show the initial, current, minimum and maximum values for parameters for which optimization is allowed. 8. Priority buttons -These buttons allow the user to specify which parameters, and in which order, will be used for signal optimization. If the "Auto Priority" button is selected, then the priorities will automatically be set to a default sequence. 9. Pupil display -If "Intensity" is selected, the user will see an image of the composite pupil of the system, including all pupil planes in the optical path, which can include both OSIM and SI pupils. Red lines indicate the edges of the pupil apertures throughput the path. If "phase" is selected, the ExCon will display an OSIM phase map as derived from the OSIM CODE V model, excluding tilt and defocus. This phase is included in the computation. 10 . PSF zoom -This shows a subregion of the full image containing most of the signal. 11. Image display options -The output images can be displayed either in "Raw" coordinates, "CODE V" coordinates as exist in the working optical models, or "Sky" coordinates as projected on the sky. 12. Write spectrum -This menu allows you to save the source spectrum. 13. Source plots -The two tabs here contain representations of the source.
a. "Spectrum of detected photons" shows in red the final spectral distribution propagated through the system, including the original source spectrum, the throughput of the various SI optics including selectable filters, and the detector quantum efficiency. The blue line shows the spectrum after being rebinned into a smaller set of wavelengths for computing the polychromatic PSF, using the parameters as described in area 2. b. "Source pulse plot" shows the source temporal pulse profile over the course of the integration, with a value of 1 indicating when the shutter is open and 0 indicating closed.
14. Full image -This area shows an image representation of the image region as configured. If the image is full frame, this will show the entire SCA. If the image is a subarray, only the subarray region will be shown. The heading of the window indicates the size of the image in pixels and whether or not the corresponding SCA is configured to take an exposure. The boxes to the right offer calculation options for the simulated image. None of these options affect the flux computations, only the appearance of the simulated images. 
Figure 3-14 The OTPInfo GUI
The Description tab contains specific overview information about the test. Of particular importance are the Test Description and Data Quality sections. The Test Description field is meant to record the intent of the test and the rationale for how the OTP is designed. The Data Quality should note any unique qualities or criteria that need to be checked. This field is written into the file summary spreadsheet that the quick-look analyst fills out. Images may be attached to most of these fields. If a test summary has been run in the Timeline Tool, the Test Summary Information tab will contain a list of any errors and warnings, the estimated execution timing, limited life usage for each instrument, a list of output files, the total data volume, and the maximum data transfer rate. The Version History tab contains the modification history of the OTP as well as any previously executed tests that the current test is derived from. The Version List at the left shows the names of existing versions of the test. The information about each version/revision includes a description of what was modified, whether the version was copied from an existing test in the timeline, the Test Planner who authored the version, the Test Planner's phone numbers, the OTP CSV filename, the time the version was created, and the approval status, including the approver if the version was approved. The Execution Log Tab will display the status of the test. If it has been run, the Executed box will be checked. The test planner inputs the exit condition and if a re-run is required. The Timeline Tool will fill in the Start and End UTC as well as the Run Time. If there are any Problem Reports (PRs) associated with the execution or results of this OTP, the PR reference can be recorded here. A description of the results of the OTP execution description is entered by the test planner here and is included in the test summary report.
Data Handling and Analysis Software (DHAS) and Quick-Look Analysis (QLA) Tools
The quick-look operator uses the QUICKLOOK_CONTROL_GUI (Figure 3-15) to monitor data as received. This routine monitors the data catalogs that are updated by the ISIM DHAS. As new data are received, the routine will display information about the dataset in a table on the quick-look control console. The Quick-Look Analyst (QLA) will determine if the incoming images meet the appropriate data quality criteria and will perform basic analysis tasks called for in the optical test procedures. A package of integrated image analysis routines, known as the 'Quick-Look Tools," (Figure 3-16 ) can be launched from the catalog monitoring software (Figure 3-15) . Additionally, the ISIM DHAS keeps a catalog of the all the FITS keyword headers it has processed. This catalog can be searched with any set of criteria found in the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) file keyword headers. The search results are displayed in a configurable spreadsheet. If the software is running on a machine that has access to all of the ISIM Cryo-Vac data, then the data can be directly loaded into the quick look analysis tool.
Figure 3-18 DHAS Catalog Search Results
General imaging data quality criteria are kept in the ISIM Optical Test Plan document; however, test and exposure specific data can be specified in the TPT. The TPT outputs a file summary spreadsheet that include these test and exposure specific quick look data criteria and is filled out by the Quick Look Analyst as shown in Figure 3- 
TEST AND PROCEDURE DEVELOPMENT
Test and Procedure development could only start in earnest once the ISIM Optical Test Planning Tool (TPT) was functional and the performance and characterization requirements were translated to concrete test requirements, as discussed in Section 2. The primary products of this effort in our "Test Planning Tool paradigm" were the TPT-generated test sequences (mostly referred to as "OTPs") and the test procedures. Although the OTPs and the test procedure documents are intrinsically linked, consolidating the granular test detail within the OTPs made the test procedures shorter, easier to review, and more focused on the test process. A non-trivial step, and one that is surprisingly important to complete early in this process, is to start identifying and organizing OTPs. Early in the test development process, considerable effort was invested in cataloging the full set of discrete OTPs. This OTP list includes those required to provide the data needed by all the PCFs as well as any pre-requisite OTPs that provide any OGSE or flight hardware calibrations required to successfully execute and interpret subsequent OTPs. The nomenclature and organization of OTPs is also a critical part of providing meaningful labels to tests while also being precise and adaptable. If concerted effort is invested in constructing a good framework for identifying and organizing OTPs, the resultant nomenclature system can pay dividends from the very initial planning phases through posttest analysis.
Optical Test Plan (OTP) Organization
The goal of an OTP is to gather a purpose-oriented set of data. That dataset provides the necessary input into an ISIMelement PCF, an SI specific test, or in the most general sense, collects the data required for a specific analysis or to investigate a specific anomaly.
Tests focused on the ISIM-element requirements, discussed in Section 2, have PCF IDs associated with them. The OTP IDs reflect the PCF ID that the OTP test addresses. Some PCFs required multiple OTPs, so the base PCF ID would be retained and an additional suffix would be added.
For example, pupil alignment requirements can be found in OPRG3. Because of the strong similarities involved in collecting and analyzing pupil image data from the various internal SI pupil alignment references (PARs), the associated measurements of OTE to SI pupil registration error were all bookkept under a single PCF. The corresponding OTPs then build off of that PCF ID in a hierarchical manner, so for example, PCF 3.1 requires measurements of instruments' internal pupil alignment references (PAR). So to uniquely identify the OTP that gathers the data for the NIRCam A channel, the assigned OTP ID is 3.1.NC.A.
The OTP ID hierarchy and nomenclature can help clarify some of the OTP variations between instruments as well as some of the subtle differences between similar OTPs done with the same instrument. A good example of this in the pupil-related tests is the FGS-Guider pupil alignment check. Although FGS-Guider provides two different imaging channels, the frontend of the instrument that includes the entrance pupil and pupil alignment reference is shared by both channels. Also, synergizing the PCF nomenclature with the hierarchical OTP nomenclature allowed for a sustainable organizational template to handle the constant churn of new OTPs being created, deleted, split, or modified while maintaining traceability back to the PCF where the data is utilized.
Once instrument teams and other subsystem test stakeholders began requesting additional tests, we expanded the OTP ID scheme beyond the six or seven PCF in order to add OTP ID prefixes numbers for instrument specific tests. 
Procedure Development
Developing a standardized approach to writing optical test procedures that utilized the TPT/OTP paradigm made writing, reviewing, and executing the procedures easier and improved efficiency. However, the development of that standardization process took a considerable amount of trial and error. Each ISIM Cryo-Vac test required more than a dozen separate procedures. One overarching procedure, the "Master" ISIM Cryo-Vac test procedure, called these sub-procedures as necessary. Many sub-procedures did not include optical testing, and those procedures did not follow the formulaic approach that we developed for sub-procedures dominated by optical testing. The first realizable procedure standardization was a direct consequence of the TPT/OTP approach: the procedural steps involved in preparing, executing, and checking the results of an OTP were nearly identical for the many hundreds of OTPs that needed to be run. Furthermore, when an OTP redline or blackline insertion was necessary, the "fill in the blank" template developed for writing the initial procedure was available electronically and could be quickly edited to produce the procedural steps that needed to be inserted into the as-run procedure. An additional adjustment made to OTP dominated tests was to minimize or eliminate text in the procedure that already existed in the TPT and associated OTP. By keeping the fine optical test operation details in the TPT and OTPs, the procedures became more focused and less cluttered. Significant improvements to our optical test procedure template came from lessons learned from our first ISIM cryo-vac test cycle. A primary and widely prevalent problem was that using a compact, rigid, and success-oriented procedure style became a mess as soon as blacklines were added and tests were re-ordered. The as-run procedures were impossible to interpret or sequence, to the point where there was confusion from shift to shift as to what had been done. Those earlier formats lacked the flexibility to handle the reality of testing. However, we could not move to the other extreme. A list of tests followed by a free-form "fill in the blank" procedure to be filled out at run time would weaken the formal review process and make it difficult to ensure that special steps, checks, and gates were inserted where they were needed. After consideration of these potential pitfalls and additional trial and error, the optical test procedure template evolved into the following basic format. The procedure was divided into several major blocks. The very first block of the procedure contained steps to initialize, configure, or confirm that the ground system, OGSE, and flight hardware were prepared to start optical testing. Similarly, the last block contained any steps necessary to re-configure, capture logs, or perform any other clean-up activities so that the ground system, OGSE, and flight hardware were prepared to move onto the next procedure. The blocks contained in the body of the procedure were either blocks of OTPs or a block of procedural steps that were required between blocks of OTPs.
OTPs that shared a purpose and had similar or identical entrance and exit criteria were grouped into blocks.
• The first section of the block, the "header" or "test list" section, contained directive instructions and information (purpose, entrance criteria) concerning that block of tests • A table listing all of the nominally planned OTPs. NOTE: The OTP table in the header section also contained many blank rows to accommodate the OTP re-runs, modifications, and additions relevant to that section.
2.
TITLE OF FIRST (or only) OTP BLOCK
2.1. Title of OTP Block: OTP Test Table   Procedure Step # 
OTP Section Description, Contents, and Execution Details
Figure 4-3 Excerpt of OTP Execution Block
• The last section, the exit section, of each OTP block contained at least the basic exit criteria for that block.  E.g. If all the data from one instrument was collected, then the exit block of that OTP section could indicate that the OTPs for that instrument in the next section could be executed before all the exit criteria were met for that section.
-Any clean-up activities for that block were also indicated.
-When the exit block was completely signed off, it showed that all of the test requirements for that block had been met.
Benefits and Lessons Learned from OTP and Test Procedure Development
The TPT paradigm complemented with a TPT/OTP_EXECUTE procedural template provided a fairly unique efficiency: test procedures could be almost completely written and reviewed without being impacted by delays caused by negotiations on specific test details. Because those specific test details are contained in the TPT generated OTP, the procedure can step through the OTP execution sequence for a set of OTP IDs even while there are TBDs still contained within those OTPs.
A general lesson learned from the test and procedure development phase was that the effort invested in generating the products necessary to prepare for the start of the test became an essential part of being prepared to make adaptations to OTPs and the procedure during testing. At the very start of the cryo-vac campaign, we already had established trust between stakeholder teams, we shared a common vocabulary for the types of changes that might be necessary, and we had a mutual understanding of capabilities and constraints on the TPT and instruments.
OPTICAL TEST EXECUTION OTP Execution Overview
and provide reviewer-friendly reports. When the OTP is executed by the ISIM OTP EXECUTE() script, each test activity is handled incrementally with a standardized sequence of steps.
First, the parameters associated with any specified ISIM or OSIM re-configuration are sequentially (by instrument) parsed, checked, and then passed to the flight scripts that execute the reconfiguration. Once ISIM and OSIM are in the desired configuration, OTP_EXECUTE enters the exposure block. In the exposure block, the commands to fire sources and trigger exposures are executed such that the timing of the source and exposure are as repeatable as possible. If multiple exposures in the identical configuration are desired, the exposure block can be repeated as desired. Once exposures are complete, a block of clean-up activities is run, such as extinguishing any source that is not configured to remain on during the next activity. Once one activity is complete, OTP_EXECUTE runs through the same process with the next activity until the entire OTP is completed.
Optical Test Operations
The optics team staffed two positions 24/7 during the ISIM Cryo-Vac Tests: an Optics Test Planner (TP) and a QuickLook Analyst (QLA). For each OTP, the nominal delivery and execution process is shown in Figure 5- At the outset of testing, most pre-planned OTP did not produce the desired result. However, once the re-calibration of TPT models were completed based on the initial testing, there were several long stretches of continuous successful OTP executions. One test conductor even remarked that his shift was awfully boring because they just watched a long OTP run without any issues for eight hours. However, we still typically ended up executing two to three times more OTPs than had been initially planned. That means a lot of the as-run procedure ended up being blackline insertions of OTPs; however,
ISIM
ISIM Optics Test
Planning Tool The test planner delivers the test shortly before OTP execution to make sure that the current TPT calibrations and database references are used in the OTP. The TPT Produces various outputs that maintain traceability, assist in interpreting data,
OSIM Setup
OSIM
CONCLUSION
From an organizational standpoint, using a numerical ID to help delineate the end-to-end linkage between a sciencederived optical requirement to an optical test script that is run in the laboratory to an analysis work plan and product is an elegant tool that greatly assisted us in dealing with our very complex program.
From an implementation standpoint, implementing a TPT to "bridge the gap" between operations scripting and written optical test plans and procedures was invaluable to navigating our lengthy and complex test program. We designed the TPT in a modular manner ---i.e., it was designed "for change," knowing that the software interface to operations commanding and even SI hardware might change during I&T. We designed it to comply with flight standards of QA, CM, hardware safety, and traceability, but with the flexibility to accommodate the rapid adjustments needed to accomplish an optical test.
We have presented an overview of many of the methods that we used to accomplish ISIM CV testing and verification, from the early organization of requirements to the execution of test scripts and later data analysis. We have also described the motivations and forces that drove us to our test planning, execution, and analysis architecture. Our effort was highly successful and we hope that other workers might consider similar organizational, test, and analysis approaches for their future programs.
